Metro 3A Boys Soccer All-League Teams

First Team:

Goalkeeper: Sam Carballo (West Seattle);
Defenders: Max Berner-Hays (Ballard), Yohannes Tassaw (Franklin), Hayden Barnovw (Roosevelt), Derivan Dockter (O’Dea), Rowan Calvert (Roosevelt), Alex Whalen (Ballard), Thomas Mensing (West Seattle), Win Todd (Seattle Prep), Peyton Menti (Garfield);
Midfielders: Ezra Beimborn (Ballard), Avery Jacobson (Roosevelt), Johnny Swann (O’Dea), Logan Schiller (West Seattle), Rainier Schlekewey (Garfield), Jasper Brannon (Garfield), Ben Capeloto (Seattle Prep), Habtom Testafariatiam (Rainier Beach);
Forwards: Payton Lawson (Ballard), Kandjoura Tandia (Rainier Beach), Banks Telkamp (O’Dea), Oscar Harding (Garfield).

Second Team:

Goalkeepers: Teddy Nickerson (O’Dea), Sam Peerce (Blanchet);
Defenders: Neil Gromlich (West Seattle), Jack Kane (Blanchet), Will Karges (Blanchet), Jackson Hayward (Lakeside), Omar Omar (Rainier Beach), Josh Chestnut (Garfield);
Midfielders: Eli Sherwood (Blanchet), Will Barton (Lakeside), Musa Ali (Franklin), Colin Fallon (Ingraham), Abdi Farah (Rainier Beach), Ruben Joseph (Lakeside);
Forwards: Alex Coronado (West Seattle), Lukas Delen (Blanchet), Vincent Duyungan (Roosevelt), Riley Long (Roosevelt).
Player of the Year:
Banks Telkamp (O’Dea)

Coach of the Year:
Richard Roman (Rainier Beach) and Gary Hunter (Roosevelt).

Honorable Mention:
Will Dowell (Bainbridge)
Jake Prodzinski (Bainbridge)
Thomas Crowley (Bainbridge)
Riley Dixon (Bainbridge)
Cale Spence (Ballard)
Jake Allmon (Ballard)
Matt Vredevoogd (Ballard)
Griffin King (Ballard)
Tanner Hanay (Blanchet)
Zach Walls (Blanchet)
Marc Chiu (Blanchet)
Brendan Dapper (Blanchet)
Abel Kidane (Chief Sealth)
Miquel Macias (Chief Sealth)
Million Teckie (Chief Sealth)
Jose Huerta (Chief Sealth)
Cameron Gross (Eastside Catholic)
Alex Gallard (Eastside Catholic)
Andres Rivera-Uribe (Eastside Catholic)
Felipe Rivera-Uribe (Eastside Catholic)
Sarkis Yousoofian (Franklin)
Andy Aguirre (Franklin)
Rory King (Franklin)
Sam Monterrosas (Franklin)
Tommy Tolgu (Garfield)
Stephen Rothrock (Garfield)
Philip Doherty (Garfield)
Brian Doherty (Garfield)
Paul Fallon (Ingraham)
Henry Grein (Ingraham)
Zach Smith (Ingraham)
Will Johnson (Lakeside)
Justin Blachman (Lakeside)
Nolan Kim (Lakeside)
William Birkbeck (Nathan Hale)
Matias Galati (Nathan Hale)
Tristen Piccirilli (Nathan Hale)
Lee Sullivan (Nathan Hale)
Jason Wong (O’Dea)
Matthew Suk (O’Dea)
Juan Villegas Sotelo (O’Dea)
Anthony Guerrero (Rainier Beach)
Andu Tekle (Rainier Beach)
Noah Michael (Rainier Beach)
Brandon Jong (Roosevelt)
Brayden Ballman (Roosevelt)
Gianluca Torgerson (Roosevelt)
Alex Mejia (Roosevelt)
Ben Douglas (Seattle Prep)
Owen Tabbutt (Seattle Prep)
Phillip Stamolis (Seattle Prep)
Aden Hiatt (Seattle Prep)
Tommy Irwin (West Seattle)
Kai Hyke (West Seattle)
Connor Elder (West Seattle)